Venerable scholar who translated gospel of John
This Catholic queen persecuted translators
List of books officially accepted as genuine
Name for a manuscript volume of the Scriptures
Roman Catholic version made from the Vulgate
This Bible was chained to the desk in churches
Septuagint was translated into what language?
Coverdale dedicated his translation to this king
Only language of the Bible in the Dark Ages
Caedmon wrote poems and ___ based on the Bible
The language of the Old Testament
He gave us the Vulgate in 400 A.D.
Person who makes handwritten copies of the Torah
New Testament language, with Greek and Hebrew
These scrolls were found in caves near Qumran
Geneva Bible was made by exiles from this country
This version made by scholars in the 1880’s
Martyred for his English work of the New Testament
Entire Bible first translated into Latin
Bible that bears the pen name of John Rogers
The pseudepigrapha are not accepted, but ___
Translated the whole Bible into common English
Literally, books that are hidden
Her Archbishop directed the Bishop’s Bible
Directed 47 scholars to translate in 1611
King James Bible is known as this version
Literally, written by hand
The Apocrypha are accepted by Catholics but not by ___
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